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SORA
SOPHISTICATION IN A TRUE ZERO GRAVITY® POWER RECLINER
Feel your stress melt away as you relax into the extraordinary comfort of Sora. Designed by Ken Okuyama, 
the creative mind behind iconic automotive styles from Ferrari and Pininfarina, Sora seamlessly blends high 
design with unmatched comfort. Experience optimal health benefits of enhanced rest and improved 
circulation, as Sora moves fluidly through four advanced recline options from upright to high therapy.

PREMIUM COVERINGS

FOUR KEY POSITIONS. UNLIMITED PERSONALIZATION.

CHESTNUT RAVENOATMEAL SLATE

UPRIGHT TRUE ZERO GRAVITYTV/READING HIGH THERAPY

LEGENDARY DESIGN
Sora comes from the mind of Ken Okuyama, designer of the Ferrari Enzo 
and the Maserati Birdcage. His designs are bold, visionary statements 
of the place where art meets precision. Tasteful. Comfortable. 
Enduring. Every Sora True Zero Gravity chair is a work of art.



True Zero Gravity with Comfort Control Technology

Ultra smooth, quiet, and easy-to-use electric recline

Independently adjustable back recline and footrest, each operated 
by independently controlled motors

Fully retracting legrest for easy in and easy out

100% die-cast aluminum front and rear legs

Adjustable and removable cervical support pillow (neck bolster) 
to encourage proper alignment of the upper spine

Adjustable and removable lumbar support pillow to provide full lower 
back support

Removable arm cushions carefully crafted to curve, following Sora's 
smooth lines

Articulating adjustable headrest for the perfect level of head and neck support

Strong, durable steel frame construction

Extra long AC power cord for convenience

Battery backup

3-year limited warranty with on-site service

Designed by Ken Okuyama

Meticulously crafted in Japan

MAIN FEATURES

Sora is a timeless interpretation of contemporary luxury that will stand out 
as an enduring work of art in your home.

Exceptional hand craftsmanship and thoughtfulness in every detail make 
Sora an indulgent escape: a respite beautiful and bold, designed for a lifetime 
of performance and pleasure. Our recliner's quiet visual power and allure are 
enhanced by the stunning and considered lines of the die-cast aluminum 
front and rear legs. Hand-stitched fine upholsteries, enhanced by contrasting 
thread, highlight the sleek, smooth lines of Sora's profile. Crafted in 
anticipation of a lifetime of appreciation, Sora is truly a functional work of art. 

SORA CRAFTSMANSHIP



Model Name: Sora

Chair Dimensions: L 34" (86 cm) x W 30" (76 cm) x H 46" (117 cm) 
Reclined Length: 62" (157.5 cm) 
Reclined Height: 29" (73.5 cm) 
Seat Width: 21" (53.25 cm) 
Seat Depth: 20" (50.75 cm) 
Seat Height: 19" (48.25 cm) 
Chair Weight (Net): 128 lbs (58 kg) 
Chair Weight (Boxed): 146 lbs (66 kg) 
Outer Cover: Fine fabric or top grain leather 
Motors: 2 
User Weight Limit: 285 lbs (129 kg) 
Power Supply: AC 120V ~ 60Hz
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